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Overview of 716 SW 4th Place issues: 

The lot at 716 Bryan Place (AKA SW 4th Place) in Fort Lauderdale currently has the structure that was once part of the property 
now up on wood blocks and steel about 5' off the ground. Although it is always best to try and reuse a structure for both historic 
and ecological value, this particular structure was allowed to be moved, and then left to deteriorate and is now in a state that would 
make it totally unfeasible to reuse. 

- Building is a danger to the community in its current state and has been in this state since 2006 (almost 7 years). City may have a 
shared liability in this danger as an unsafe structures order to demolish was issued back in July of 2008 and not carried out. 

- Once the property was severed from the lot and started cracking, the steel in the concrete was exposed to the elements and began 
an accelerated deterioration process. To reverse this process will require massive alterations to the viewable area of the home 
decreasing its historic significance and making it economically impossible to do by normal people. 

- Building has been for sale on and off by previous owner and the bank since before 2009 (over 4 years) and dozens of people have 
analyzed the situation and deemed it unfeasible to purchase the property. 6 people have had accepted contracts on the property 
in the last few years and have done a full and extensive analysis of the situation and decided to walk away even though the property 
was being sold below market value. As deterioration continues, this will only make the building less feasible in the future until such 
time that it falls down under its own weight. 

- Neighbors in the near vicinity have called in numerous complaints of people living in and under the building, using this property to 
gain access to other properties and to complain about the shear ugliness of the structure in its current state. 

- Engineers have evaluated the building and have deemed it unfeasible to bring the building to current codes. (See letter enclosed) 

- Contractors have evaluated the building and have deemed it unfeasible to repair. 

- Dozens of developers have evaluated the building and have deemed it unfeasible to reuse the structure. 

- The only plan that was accepted by the historic board (back in the mid 2000s) to use this structure had it hidden behind a new 3 
car garage and a servants quarter and had a second story added to it to completely hide the structure from the street view. 
removing all public historic views from the street. (Plans available for review) Also the plans are no longer useable because 
tougher codes (zoning and wind) are now being used for this area. These plans also contributed to the foreclosure on this property 
as they were not financially viable even back then. They showed a construction cost of over 1.5 Million (not including seawall or 
other required work) before the building was left abandon for all this time so estimates now are over 2M. Even back in the days of 
crazy real estate pricing, they had to go to Rio Vista and a gated street in Harbor Beach to find comps to justify this project and no 
home of this size has ever been sold for that price in the sailboat bend area. (estimates enclosed) 

Section 47 -24.11.C of the city code gives criteria for demolition of a historic site. Only ONE of these has to be proven 
(notice the "or" on line ii of the code) 

4. Demolition c. Criteria-Demolition 

i. The designated property no longer contributes to a Historic District 

Once the building was severed from the lot, the building no longer contributed to the historic district. It is an eyesore and a danger 
to the residents and visitors to the district. Many residents of the historic district and the surrounding community have filed 
complaints and have showed up to meetings in 2008, 2009 and again today to support this fact. 

Once the building was allowed to deteriorate, it became a further danger to the community due to the falling concrete and failing 
support system and its fate was sealed because no one in 6 years has been able to come up with a viable plan to use the structure 
that can be executed. 

ii. The property or building no longer has significance as a historic architectural or archeological landmark; or 

Currently the building is only a landmark to people driving and boating by as the "ugly house on blocks". Since the building was 
removed from the foundation and the foundation removed, any archeological artifacts were probably removed or destroyed. It does 
not have significance as a historic building and it draws the visitors attention away from the beautiful historical structures in the area. 

iii. The demolition or redevelopment project is of major benefit to a historic district 

A deteriorating, dangerous building severed from its foundation and in accelerated deterioration mode and a home for vagrants does 
not benefit the historic district. A vacant lot would benefit the neighborhood more and a home that matches the existing home to 
meet the style of the neighborhood would be a large benefit. The historic board will get a chance to review such plans in the future 
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but until this structure is allowed to be removed, no such investment in plans will be made by any reasonable person. Moving the 
structure without funds to complete the project was bad enough but allowing it to deteriorate sealed the building's fate: 

-Once the building was severed from the ground and moved, "grandfathering" is cancelled .. Structure now must meet CURRENT 

Florida building codes. 

- Even if the city made a special allowance to not meet current codes, no normal insurance company would write a policy on the 

home. 

- NO tie beams so questionable if it the structure could handle current building code wind pressures. 

-Windows do not meet codes so new windows required (Ruins current historic look) . Also hurricane shutters would now be 
required as the walls surrounding the windows do not meet the requirements to mount hurricane windows. 

- Roof cannot support itself like modern roofs (note steel columns). No feasible floor plan could be used in this building. 

- Exterior walls need to be saw cut on 24 to 36" centers [per engineer) and steel reinforced and restuccoed so the entire building 
would have a "new" stucco thus further removing the historical look. 

- Door covers that define the building are in severe disrepair and may not be able to be saved and reused under current building 
codes. 

-Interior walls have all been removed so the interior of the home will be almost all replica further removing the history of the home. 

- Deck railings, parapet walls and stairs do not meet current codes so a new rail would need to be added to the top further 
changing the historical look 

- In conclusion, the moving of the property has removed the grandfathering of the ability to leave the structure as is and the 
bringing of the structure to current code would not only be economically impossible, it would also cover up most of what is historical 
about this home. 

Other thoughts: Historic Preservation rules should require a bond before anyone does any major remodeling of a historic home. It 
is too late for this structure but it might benefit future structures from this same fate. 

OTHER OPTIONS: 

- Using this home on this property is unfeasible as discussed above. Even if the massive expense could be undertaken no one in 9 
years has been able to accomplish it. Even if the original renovation plans where to be used, not one bit of the original home could 
be seen from the street thus negating any public historical value. 

- This home is a concrete block home and is about 50' at its narrowest( since it was split and moved) so moving the home down a 
street is impossible without removing all the trees and power poles. 

- Moving the home onto a barge is a possibility but it will be too tight to make it through any bridges so the only public location 
would be the park off Davie Blvd but making it around the bend would be questionable. Also the structure may not survive the 
move and the expense of just the transportation would be nearing 6 figures and finally I do not think the city has an appetite for 
more historic structure to be parked on public lands and the cost to make it safe would also be in the 6 figure area plus 

FUTURE: 

The new owners of this property want to build a modest home in the historic style of turn of the century Key West but will be 
discussing these plans with the neighbors, the civic association and the HPB to get input. The owners are longtime residents of 
Fort Lauderdale and have been active members of their neighborhoods since they moved to the city in 1986. The owner has 
disassembled a barn built in the 1800s by his ancestors and plans to use many of the original timbers of the property along with 
modern green building techniques to build a sustainable home that will withstand over 200M PH winds, collects the rain water off 
the roof Gust like they did in the turn of the century) and is energy efficient to teed platinum standards. This home will not be a 
spec home and will be used by the owners for their personal residence. 

ENCLOSURES: 

-Google Earth History - 2013 signatures of neighbors and map 

- Pictures of property -Engineers analysis 

- 2008 signatures of neighbors and map - Cost estimates from previous owner from 2006 



A History from Google Satellite Images 
716 SW 4th Place, Fort Lauderdale, FL 

12-30-2002- original 1939 12-30-2004 
Trees gone, home 3 8' from water 

2-28-2006 home split in two 

8-30-2006 home to front of lot 1-25-2007 home in current position 3-26-2013 Current View 



View from the street 
View from the street 
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View from the street View from the street- note chair under structure 





Falling Concrete 

Large chunks falling off. 

Dangerous Conditions 

Past chunks of concrete that have fallen off. 

Vagrant hangout with chunks of concrete that 
have recently fallen off. 



Unsafe Structure 

Home cut in half- View from front yard 

House cut in half 
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Unsafe stairs and all around wall cracking and rusting Wood supports starting to fail 



Block construction- not poured as previously stated 

Interior with required supports to hold up roof 

Floor cracked and falling 

Looks like plaster but roof concrete is splitting. 



Chunks falling off of building Deep Structural Wall cracks with pieces falling off 

East foundation cracking and falling off 

East Wall cracking to point of windows breaking. 



Major grade beam crack 
Major Wall Crack 

Major grade beam crack 2 
Major Wall Separation 



Foundation Cracking and large parts falling off 

Foundation Cracks/ Parts Falling off 

Foundation pulling away from wall 

Foundation Cracks/ Parts falling off 



Foundation sprawling and wall and floor separated 

Major cracks in foundation 

Major cracks in support beams 

Ceiling cracking where walls were removed 
8 years ago 



East wall Cracking 

East side bowing under stress and cracked foundation and wall 

Foundation Cracking and parts falling off 

Floor Cracking and falling off 



More bending of the steel over time 

Rebar rusting 

Rusting rebar breaking up concrete 

Roof edge separating 



Rusting rebar on the floor 

Test area rusted rebar 

Rusting rebar 



Unsafe Beam Extensions causing the 
cracks to get worse 

Unsafe Beam 
Extensions 2 

Unsafe Beam Extensions 
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/\ddress: 716 SW 4th Place 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 3331.2 

Date: May 21 2013 

building and site reveals on abandoned and deteriorating structure off 
5' above ground lev·~L Structure nas been cut and divided into two 

building material includes concrete CMU walls and concrete root. The 
del:i'nis an assessment of the structure. 

The structure has divided and raised off foundation and is currently set upon iY1S 

held up wood blocking supports. The structLm: has sat in this arrangement for man.; yc,;,,~, 
a:)pears as th(0 wooden support blocks have started to settle into the 

foundotion beneath them. Deterioration of the wooden support blocks is also an 1ssue 
and deflection of the structure. A North-South crack in the foundation on the cast <de 

the main suucture is accompanied bv a visible dEflection of the slab. There are several 
and slab. 

Visual observafons from the unders!de of the concrete slab shows the 
a·way from its during the initial rnovement All the cut have 

thc•m to corrode rnany yE~ars in the salty environment. Major corrosion can be seen on 'he:' 
rebar. Corrosion to this E)xtent rnay have also the structurvl of th: .. 

rcbar th21t cannot be seen by the naked eye, It is 

endured if this buikJng was to be set again on a new foundation. 

built of afl concrete, there is vt.~ry little for structural defk>ction 
and an unstable sandy foundation has caused many vertical and horizontal cracks 

Cfv1 U vva!Js around entire structure. All oft he cracks need to be After for 
8 yez1rs w1thout: having them sealed, water has intruded and caused oxidation 

th•:' reba: in many locations. 

I SaLv~ 
PE # 57585 

CSVv Structural 5397 Orange Drive, Suite 203 Davie, Fl33314 954-310-9001 954·3lfi-9002\tax; 



CONSTRUCTION COST BREAKDOWN 

LOAN INFORMATION 
Bonowar Name: Ch8lfel M. Jordan 

POBox 1723 
\_.; Fort L.audentale Florida 33302-1723 
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Fort Lauderdale Flal1da 33312 
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CONSTRUCTION COST BREAKDOWN 
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